
Logy1 - Hide a justice

{Verse 1}

Corrupt police have made trouble where i come from

Code when they want to turn it into fire and worms

You want to get attention by making big sins around

Feel bad or feel good they can lie with council bound

They know taking your receipt can't fly in the clouds

125 people died I think a lot

No justice and no peace, you can't turn it into blood

Constitution cannot change. politics is like dogs

Press ignore in court with criminals who make trouble with us

The rebels are asking for justice. i can make it plus

I wonder if the people there don't respect us

The police shot gas and hit and arrested us

{Chorus}

Hide justice. we pray for us

Vision of life should not be minus plus

We pray to God can make honor us

Believe in god we can fly like dust

{Verse 2}

Ey, they make a big deal out of fakes

Some information for politics make

All corrupt Politicians make to be fake

Brought 2 Glocks like bitch what did i take

Lost the name of our country's treasure of glory

Im not really political, maneuvering to lobby

Behind the computer it's from the illuminati

Got the big move to sign and rename the lobby



We criticized for them we were thrown into the cage

Protest against a weak law with contempt for the page

Made lots of rules by killing people of all ages

Change zero to one until I can write all pages

{Chorus}

Hide justice. we pray for us

Vision of life should not be minus plus

We pray to God can make honor us

Believe in god we can fly like dust

{Verse 3}

The perfect country is only on the page of a book

Can't change overnight with a word and a look

Wake up in the morning get the thing what i cook

Displays a final page in the frame of the book

Dear god, why â€ªis everything about you debate ?

Feel the storms that humans plan to create

Can i make, can i fade maybe i can be late

Print money or get corrupt they get private jets

Yeah, corruption of money without an existing law

The devil in his soul until the devil flies and grows

I am not friends with the agency i want them to be low

Fucked up to you all, you went to hell making this bow

{Chorus}

Hide justice. we pray for us

Vision of life should not be minus plus

We pray to God can make honor us

Believe in god we can fly like dust


